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Assist. Prof. Dr. Caner Özcan

Week 8
Enum, Typedef and Struct

CME 112- Programming Languages II

Science is trying to understand the language of nature. Those who understand the language 
are friendly to nature, and those who do not understand are enemies.
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► An enumeration is a user-defined data type that consists 
of integral constants. To define an enumeration, keyword 
enum is used.

► Enumaration constants are like symbolic constants.

o Enum values are set automatically

o Values start at 0 and incremented by 1

o Need unique constant names

► We can create our own data type by enum

► For example we can create a new boolean type in which 0 
is false and 1 is true

Enum
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// An example program to demonstrate working of enum in C 
#include<stdio.h> 

enum week{Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat, Sun}; 

int main() 
{ 

enum week day; 
day = Wed; 
printf("%d",day); 
return 0; 

} 
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Two enum names can have same value. For example, in 
the following C program both ‘Failed’ and ‘Freezed’ have 
same value 0.

#include <stdio.h> 
enum State {Working = 1, Failed = 0, Freezed = 0}; 

int main() 
{ 
printf("%d, %d, %d", Working, Failed, Freezed); 
return 0; 
}
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#include <stdio.h> 
enum day {sunday = 1, monday, tuesday = 5, 

wednesday, thursday = 10, friday, saturday}; 

int main() 
{ 

printf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d", sunday, monday, 
tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday); 

return 0; 
} 

Output: 1 2 5 6 10 11 12
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► Enum is useful if you have some data to be grouped or arranged. 
Some examples:

o enum education { primarySchool, secondarySchool, highSchool, 
graduate, master };

o enum education student;

o enum sex { male, female };

o enum sex person;

► Notice that we use enum keyword for each variable definition.

► We have two alternative ways for not writing enum for each variable 
definition

o Defining variable with enum definition

o Using typedef

Enum
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► Used to name data types with other user defined names.

► Format of typedef:

o typedef old_datatype_name new_datatype_name
o typedef int tamsayi

▪ defines int as tamsayi

Typedef
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► If enum is defined globally it can be used as parameter to a function
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► Used to group different types of variables in one structure.

► Structures are important for object oriented programming

Struct
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► If we did not use struct in this sample we would have to define 9 
different variables.

► We make it with 3 variables.

► Think about a program that takes 

20 information for a person. 

► With 3 person you have to define 

60 different variables. 

► Another advantage of structures is
to easily copy data from one variable

to another.

► you = yourSister assignment copies

your sister's data on to your data

Struct
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► Labeling structures has many advantages.

► If labeling is not done, you have to 
define the variables when defining the 
structure.

► If you use labels you can define as 

many variables as you want from struct

in any point of your program

► In order to use the struct, we must 
create a variable with the label that we 
defined.

Labeling Structures
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► Structures can be defined with initial values of its variables.

► Order of the values must fit to the struct's order.

► You can give initial values for structs defined with or without label.

Initial Values for Structures
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22Passing Structs as Parameters to 

Functions
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➢ Define structure globally and pass to 
function.
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►Singly Linked Linear Lists
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CANER ÖZCAN
canerozcan@karabuk.edu.trThanks for listening

A       n      y   

Q     u      e       s        t       i       o       n      s

?      
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I address the Republic of Turkey, especially today's youth 
and growing children: the West is very distant from the 
Turks. It was like that in the sense, idea and history. If 
today's western superiority shows you, the Turkish Child, 
that misfortune is not yours but a result of the unforgivable 
neglect of those before you. Let me also say that, you're so 
clever!.. This is obvious. But forget the intelligence!.. 
Always be hard working...

Ghazi Mustafa Kemal ATATURK

Footnote..


